The brain can be viewed as a probabilistic estimator, where sensory statistics bias 10 judgments. Owls underestimate the direction of peripheral sound sources. This bias for central 11 locations was proposed to reflect the increased uncertainty about eccentric direction. 12 Understanding the neural pathway supporting this behavior provides a means to address how 13 adaptive motor commands are implemented by neurons. Here we find that the sensory evidence 14 about sound direction is weighted by its reliability in premotor neurons of the owl's midbrain 15 tegmentum such that the mean firing rate approximates the head-orienting bias. We demonstrate 16 that this coding emerges through convergence of upstream projections from a map of space. We 17 further show that manipulating the sensory input yields changes predicted by statistical inference 18 in both premotor responses and behavioral bias. This work demonstrates how a topographic 19 sensory representation can be linearly read out to adjust behavioral responses by statistics of the 20 sensory input.
INTRODUCTION
information. To manipulate the reliability of the ITD cue in a quantitative manner, the similarity 154 of the sound at the left and right ears was varied by adding uncorrelated noise (referred to as 155 binaural correlation; BC). Lowering BC increases the sensory noise. In space-map neurons this 156 decreases the amplitude and broadens the ITD-tuning curves [26, 27] .
across BCs does not change significantly until BC decreases below 0.5 [3, 26, 27] . To further 177 confirm the correspondence between mTeg responses and the MAP estimate, we examined 178 whether this feature was also present in mTeg population responses. Towards this end, we 179 examined how much mTeg responses for a given ITD changed as BC was decreased. As 180 observed in the MAP estimate, mTeg responses for a given ITD did not change significantly 181 when BC remained above 0.5 ( Figure 5B ,D blue, ANOVA, p(F=0.03)=0.97), whereas responses 182 when BC was below 0.5 were significantly different from when BC was equal to 1 (Figure 5B, D 183 green Tukey post-hoc test, p<0.05). Altogether, these results show that the mTeg response 184 changes consistently with the MAP estimate. 185 In addition to investigating the correspondence between mTeg responses and MAP estimate, we 186 examined whether mTeg responses and the sound localizing behavior were matched across BC. 187 For this, we relied on data previously reported, showing that the changes in the owl's behavioral 188 bias with varying BC ( Figure 5E reported in [26] ) were highly correlated with the MAP estimate 189 (mean r 2 for the four stimulus directions=0.95, p<10 -3 ; see Figure 6C in [27] ). Here, to compare 190 the mTeg responses with the owl's localization data, we plotted mTeg responses as a function of 191 BC for the same four ITDs used in the published behavioral experiments. These mTeg responses 192 were well correlated with behavior ( Figure 5F , mean r 2 for the four stimulus directions = 0.84, 193 p=0.017). 194 Finally, we examined whether the bias predicted by the MAP estimate, the bias in mTeg 195 responses, and the owl's behavioral bias matched as BC changed. To compare the bias in MAP 196 estimate, mTeg responses, and behavior, we computed the mean difference between responses at BCs ( Figure 5G ). The same trend was observed in both the mTeg population response (Figure 199 5H) and in the orienting behavior of the owl ( Figure 5I ). 200 Overall, the correlations between mTeg neural responses, Bayesian (MAP) decoder predictions, 201 and behavior across BCs support the hypothesis that mean mTeg responses approximate an 202 estimate of sound direction that changes adaptively when the sensory input is degraded.
203
Testing the network architecture by manipulating the owl's behavioral bias 204 In light of the physiological and theoretical evidence of an adaptive behavioral command 205 emerging in mTeg, we set out to test if the weighted convergence across the space-map by mTeg 206 neurons was predicted by the MAP estimate and subsequently consistent with the owl's orienting 207 behavior. To this end, we aimed to selectively manipulate the activity in different parts of the 208 space-map and verify whether these manipulations yielded consistent changes in the MAP 209 estimate and the owl's behavior. To achieve this goal, we relied on previously published 210 evidence showing that frontal and peripheral space-map neurons are tuned to high and low 211 frequencies, respectively [11, 14] . Therefore, stimulation with a sound containing only high 212 frequencies should enhance the response of frontal neurons relative to peripheral neurons, with 213 the converse occuring for stimulation with low frequency ( Figure 6A ). Hence, when the 214 frequency band of the stimulus is changed, the differential activation of neurons across the 215 space-map should be reflected in the predictions of the MAP estimate, the mTeg responses, and 216 ultimately the owl's behavior. To test this hypothesis, we first examined predictions of the MAP 217 estimate when the modeled population of space-map neurons was stimulated with high and low 218 band-pass noises and tested these predictions on mTeg neurons. Then, we asked if the owl's
The MAP estimate predicted that at peripheral locations, mTeg responses to high-frequency 221 sounds should be lower than mTeg responses to low-frequency sounds ( Figure 6B, Figure 6D , ANCOVA, p(F=9.93) <10 -3 ). Similar to the MAP estimate, mTeg responses to high 228 frequency stimuli were less monotonic than at low frequencies, displaying shallow peaks and 229 troughs ( Figure 6B ,D, peaks of the MAP estimates at -190 µs and +160 µs; peaks of the mTeg at 230 -190 µs and +150 µs). These peaks and troughs for high frequency stimulation are expected from 231 the phase-ambiguous ITD information of high frequency stimuli within the ITD range tested (see 232 example in Figure 3G , purple curves). However, this is not inconsistent with the prediction of the 233 weighted-convergence network architecture that at larger ITDs the firing of mTeg neurons is 234 higher. Thus, the ITD tuning of mTeg neurons stimulated with high and low band-pass noises 235 was consistent with the predictions of the MAP estimate. 236 We next tested whether the changes observed at different frequencies predicted a change in We then tested whether the owl's behavioral bias was indeed consistent with the MAP estimate 242 and the responses of mTeg neurons. For this we measured non-reinforced head-turns triggered by high and low-frequency band-pass as well as broadband sounds in behaving barn owls. Training 244 was limited to standing on a perch at the center of a speaker array; in this way we avoided 245 potential influences of over-training [28] ( Figure 6F ). The owl's natural tendency to orient the 246 head toward sounds was tracked with high-speed infrared cameras ( Figure 6G ). Head-saccades 247 were measured from any initial head angle to avoid positional biases. To control for the 248 confound between centrality bias and unwillingness of the barn owls to turn the head for sounds 249 close to the center of gaze, sound sources within 10 degrees or less from the center of gaze at the 250 time of sound presentation were not included in the analysis. We then estimated the average bias 251 as the mean difference from the actual sound source direction. Using this paradigm, owls 252 underestimated peripheral directions for broadband noise (the average bias over all eccentric 253 directions was 21 deg), as reported in previous studies using owls trained to fixate at the front 254 and motivated to respond through reward [1, 2] . Remarkably, owls showed significantly stronger 255 underestimation when localizing high frequency sounds than low frequency sounds ( Figure 6H demonstrated that this processing is consistent with a weighted convergence from the OT to 275 mTeg, generating a conversion from a map representation to a rate-code, driving orienting 276 behavior weighted by sensory reliability. Based on these mechanistic findings, predictions were 277 made about how the adaptive behavioral bias would change by controlling stimulus frequency.
278
These predictions were confirmed with behavioral experiments, allowing further demonstration 279 of the network architecture by manipulations at the encoding level. Therefore, we show here how 280 sensory statistics can be biologically decoded into a signal controlling head saccade. This is a 281 major conceptual advance over previous work.
282
Sensory-motor integration 283 Critical findings of this study are the evidence of convergence from OT onto mTeg and the effect 284 this convergence has on the ITD tuning in mTeg. Convergence from the space-map is supported 285 by the broader frequency tuning of mTeg neurons and their frequency-dependent ITD tuning, 286 which matches the ITD-dependent frequency tuning in ICx and OT previously reported [11, 14] .
287
The remarkable consistency of how best ITD changes with frequency in mTeg with how best neurons from the space-map explains the tuning in mTeg. Thus, mTeg neurons lacked the classic 290 characteristic-delay described for neurons of the inferior colliculus [21] . This is also consistent 291 with the dramatically different response to ITD with broadband stimulation in mTeg, compared 292 to ICx and OT, where mTeg responses appear quasi-sigmoidal while ICx and OT responses 293 display peaked and largely symmetric rate-ITD curves around a prominent preferred ITD.
294
A fundamental question in sensorimotor integration is the neural code controlling movement 295 [23, [29] [30] [31] . Previous studies have reported correlations between the firing rate of sensorimotor 296 neurons and the kinematics of movements [29] . Here we propose that the premotor neurons in 297 mTeg encode direction in the population average firing rate, which, through weighted 298 convergence, captures the statistics represented in the upstream space-map. This is consistent 299 with the idea that mTeg neurons control muscle synergy rather than single muscles 300 independently [19, 30, 31] , which has been proposed for explaining why correlations between 301 neuronal responses and movement properties are commonly observed [29] .
302
The dorsal and medial tegmental areas are composed of multiple nuclei that receive direct 303 projections from the OT. Microstimulating these areas yields head-saccades in different 304 directions [16] . Therefore, populations of mTeg neurons in distinct nuclei are likely to have 305 different tuning properties. Here, we focused on the horizontal coordinate of sound direction, 306 which in barn owls is specifically linked to the coding of ITD [32] . Hence, we targeted mTeg could not be explained by any arbitrary linear convergence network. For example, a point-to-359 point projection from OT to mTeg would produce a similar population code for direction to those 360 seen in ICx and OT, rather than a rate code reflecting movement direction. Additionally, a 361 random linear convergence from OT to mTeg did not necessarily predict the mTeg response and 362 approximate a Bayesian decoder (see supplementary Figure S2 ). Rather, a specific integration 363 across frequency and ITD was required for the convergence from OT to mTeg to approximate 364 the Bayesian direction estimate. Thus a precise, yet simple and biologically plausible mechanism 365 of weighted convergence explains how the neural code for sound localization can be translated 366 into an adaptive behavioral command.
Electrophysiology each recording, microstimulation at the recording site was conducted to verify that eye 393 movements were elicited and that the same electrical stimulus was no longer able to elicit eye 394 movements when the electrode was moved a few hundred micrometers away from the recording Stimuli within all tested ranges were randomized during data collection.
412
To manipulate the binaural correlation, three random noise signals (N1, N2, and N3) were 413 generated. N1 was delivered to one ear and its copy with a time shift, to produce an ITD, was modeled ICx responses. The responses in OT, which receive point-to-point projections from ICx
506
[12], are influenced by feedback inhibition that serves to select the dominant stimulus when 507 multiple peaks of activity are present in the map [53, 54] . To model OT neurons, we used a 508 simplified version of the model of Mysore and Knudsen (2012, 2014) by multiplying the ICx 509 activity pattern by a rectangular window function to select the dominant peak. The window takes 510 a value of one on an interval that is 28 degrees wide centered at the location of the peak in a 511 smoothed version of the ICx activity pattern. The decoding analyses were applied to the 512 windowed response pattern representing the population activity of the OT.
513
Assuming a linear transformation between OT and mTeg, the mTeg response to ITD can be 514 explained entirely as a linear combination ITD-tuning curves form OT. Therefore, we modeled 515 the responses in mTeg with a weighted sum of the OT population. To estimate the weights of the 516 convergence, we used discrete Fourier transforms (FFT) of the experimental mTeg ITD tuning 517 curves calculated after offsetting the curves to zero mean, as described previously [25] . The 518 weights given by the normalized FFT phase spectra of mTeg neurons were applied to OT 519 neurons with equivalent preferred frequency ( Figure 4A,B) . The modeled mTeg response was 520 therefore given by:
, where X n (ITD) is the modeled ITD curve of the 521 n th neuron in OT and f i,n the weights given by the FFT phase spectra of the i th mTeg neurons at 522 the preferred frequency of the n th OT neuron.
523
Bayesian estimates: A general approach to decoding the neural population activity is to compute . 529 We computed the MAP estimate of stimulus direction at different BC (or stimulus frequency) 530 values from the model population response assuming Gaussian variability with mean population 531 response f(θ, BC) and covariance matrix Σ(θ, BC) and that the determinant of the covariance 532 matrix is constant across stimulus direction. The MAP estimate is computed as: f(θ, BC) ) − |θ | 25 . The mean and standard deviation of peak ITDs for tonal stimulation across the mTeg sample.
731
The mean peak ITD varied with stimulus frequency. 
